Advisory to Financial Institutions on E-Mail Compromise Fraud Schemes

Criminals are actively using e-mail schemes to defraud financial institutions and their customers—billions of dollars in possible losses.

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) is issuing this advisory to help financial institutions guard against a growing number of e-mail fraud schemes, in which criminals misappropriate funds by deceiving financial institutions and their customers into conducting wire transfers. This advisory also provides red flags—developed in consultation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the U.S. Secret Service (USSS)—that financial institutions may use to identify and prevent such e-mail fraud schemes.

E-mail Compromise Fraud: Schemes in which criminals compromise the e-mail accounts of victims to send fraudulent wire transfer instructions to financial institutions in order to misappropriate funds. The main types of e-mail compromise fraud include:

- **Business E-mail Compromise (BEC):** Targets a financial institution’s commercial customers.
- **E-mail Account Compromise (EAC):** Targets a victim’s personal accounts.

BEC and EAC schemes are among the growing trend of cyber-enabled crime adversely affecting financial institutions. Since 2013, there have been approximately 22,000 reported cases of BEC and EAC fraud involving $3.1 billion. In some cases, financial institutions have absorbed losses through reimbursing customers victimized by e-mail compromise fraud. Financial institutions can play an important role in identifying, preventing, and reporting fraud schemes by promoting greater communication and collaboration among their internal anti-money laundering (AML), business, fraud prevention, and cybersecurity units.

---

1. See the FBI Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) Public Service Announcement “Business Email Compromise: The 3.1 Billion Dollar Scam” (June 14, 2016) and 2015 Internet Crime Report.
How BEC and EAC Schemes Work

Unlike account takeover activity, e-mail-compromise schemes involve impersonating victims to submit seemingly legitimate transaction instructions for a financial institution to execute. In account takeover activity, criminals access victims’ accounts and are able to directly execute transactions without submitting transaction instructions.²

While BEC and EAC schemes have unique aspects, as noted below, both focus on using compromised e-mail accounts to mislead financial institutions and their customers into conducting unauthorized wire transfers. Both BEC and EAC schemes can be broken down into three stages:

Stage 1 – Compromising Victim Information and E-mail Accounts: Criminals first unlawfully access a victim’s e-mail account through social engineering or computer intrusion techniques. Criminals subsequently exploit the victim’s e-mail account to obtain information on the victim’s financial institutions, account details, contacts, and related information.

Stage 2 – Transmitting Fraudulent Transaction Instructions: Criminals then use the victim’s stolen information to e-mail fraudulent wire transfer instructions to the financial institution in a manner appearing to be from the victim. To this end, criminals will use either the victim’s actual e-mail account they now control or create a fake e-mail account resembling the victim’s e-mail.

Stage 3 – Executing Unauthorized Transactions: Criminals trick the victim’s employee or financial institution into conducting wire transfers that appear legitimate but are, in fact, unauthorized. The fraudulent transaction instructions direct the wire transfers to the criminals’ domestic or foreign bank accounts. Banks in Asia—particularly in China and Hong Kong—are common destinations for these fraudulent transactions.

Business E-Mail Compromise (BEC) Schemes

BEC schemes target financial institutions’ commercial customers. Criminals seek to access unlawfully the e-mail accounts of a company’s executives or employees to:

a) Directly submit fraudulent transaction instructions to the company’s financial institution by impersonating company employees through e-mails and documentation related to the requested transfer; or

² See FinCEN Advisory FIN-2011-A016 “Account Takeover Activity” (December 2011).
3 Social engineering refers to human interaction tactics used to deceive an individual into revealing information.
b) Mislead a company employee into submitting fraudulent transaction instructions to the company’s financial institution by impersonating a supplier or a company executive to authorize or order payment through seemingly legitimate internal e-mails.

To illustrate, BEC schemes often take the following forms:

**Scenario 1 – Criminal Impersonates a Financial Institution’s Commercial Customer:** A criminal hacks into and uses the e-mail account of a Company A employee to send fraudulent wire transfer instructions to Company A’s financial institution. Based on this request, Company A’s financial institution issues a wire transfer and sends funds to an account the criminal controls. *In this scenario, the criminal impersonating the financial institution’s customer prompted the financial institution to execute an unauthorized wire transfer.*

**Request from Company A**

Subject: Immediate Wire Transfer
To: Regional Bank

⚠️ **High Importance**

Please pay $200,000 for merchandise purchases via wire transfer to Individual A’s account in Hong Kong by COB today. Wire instructions below...

**Scenario 2 – Criminal Impersonates an Executive:** A criminal hacks into and uses the e-mail account of a Company B executive to send wire transfer instructions to a Company B employee who is responsible for processing and issuing payments. The employee, believing the executive’s e-mailed instructions are legitimate, orders Company B’s financial institution to execute the wire transfer. *In this scenario, the criminal impersonating a company executive misled a company employee into unintentionally authorizing a fraudulent wire transfer to a criminal-controlled account.*

**Request from CEO**

Subject: Immediate Wire Transfer
To: Chief Financial Officer

⚠️ **High Importance**

Please pay $150,000 via wire transfer to Supplier A’s new account in China by COB today. Wire instructions below...

**Scenario 3 – Criminal Impersonates a Supplier:** A criminal impersonates one of Company C’s suppliers to e-mail and inform Company C that future invoice payments should be sent to a new account number and location. Based on this fraudulent e-mailed information, Company C updates its supplier’s payment information on record and submits the new wire transfer instructions to its financial institution that direct payments to an account controlled by the criminal. *In this scenario, the criminal impersonating a supplier provided fraudulent payment information to mislead a company employee into unintentionally directing wire transfers to a criminal-controlled account.*

**Request from Supplier**

Subject: New Account Number
To: Company C Accounts Payable

⚠️ **High Importance**

Our account number and account location have changed. Please update your records and send future invoice payments to our new account. Account information below...
E-Mail Account Compromise (EAC) Schemes

Unlike BEC, EAC schemes target individuals instead of businesses. Individuals who conduct large transactions through financial institutions, lending entities, real estate companies, and law firms are the most likely targets of this type of scheme. EAC schemes often take the following forms:

**Scenario 1 – Lending/Brokerage Services:** A criminal hacks into and uses the e-mail account of a financial services professional (such as a broker or accountant) to e-mail fraudulent instructions, allegedly on behalf of a client, to the client’s bank or brokerage to wire-transfer client’s funds to an account controlled by the criminal.

**Scenario 2 – Real Estate Services:** A criminal compromises the e-mail account of a realtor or of an individual purchasing or selling real estate, for the purposes of altering payment instructions and diverting funds of a real estate transaction (such as sale proceeds, loan disbursements, or fees). Alternately, a criminal hacks into and uses a realtor’s e-mail address to contact an escrow company, instructing it to redirect commission proceeds to an account controlled by the criminal.

**Scenario 3 – Legal Services:** A criminal compromises an attorney’s e-mail account to access client information and related transactions. The criminal then e-mails fraudulent transaction payment instructions to the attorney’s financial institution. Alternatively, the criminal may compromise a client’s e-mail account to request wire transfers from trust and escrow accounts the client’s attorney manages.

BEC and EAC Fraud Red Flags

Success in detecting and stopping BEC and EAC schemes requires careful review and verification of customers’ transaction instructions and consideration of the circumstances surrounding such instructions.

In applying the red flags below, financial institutions are advised that no single transactional red flag necessarily indicates suspicious activity. Financial institutions should consider additional indicators and the surrounding facts and circumstances, such as a customer’s historical financial activity and whether the customer exhibits multiple red flags, before determining that a transaction is suspicious. Financial institutions should also perform additional inquiries and investigations where appropriate.

BEC and EAC schemes are similar and, therefore, may exhibit similar suspicious behavior, which can be identified by one or more of the following red flags:

- A customer’s seemingly legitimate e-mailed transaction instructions contain different language, timing, and amounts than previously verified and authentic transaction instructions.
Transaction instructions originate from an e-mail account closely resembling a known customer’s e-mail account; however, the e-mail address has been slightly altered by adding, changing, or deleting one or more characters. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legitimate e-mail address</th>
<th>Fraudulent e-mail addresses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:john-doe@abc.com">john-doe@abc.com</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:john_doe@abc.com">john_doe@abc.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:john-doe@bcd.com">john-doe@bcd.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E-mailed transaction instructions direct payment to a known beneficiary; however, the beneficiary’s account information is different from what was previously used.

E-mailed transaction instructions direct wire transfers to a foreign bank account that has been documented in customer complaints as the destination of fraudulent transactions.

E-mailed transaction instructions direct payment to a beneficiary with which the customer has no payment history or documented business relationship, and the payment is in an amount similar to or in excess of payments sent to beneficiaries whom the customer has historically paid.

E-mailed transaction instructions include markings, assertions, or language designating the transaction request as “Urgent,” “Secret,” or “Confidential.”

E-mailed transaction instructions are delivered in a way that would give the financial institution limited time or opportunity to confirm the authenticity of the requested transaction.

E-mailed transaction instructions originate from a customer’s employee who is a newly authorized person on the account or is an authorized person who has not previously sent wire transfer instructions.

A customer’s employee or representative e-mails a financial institution transaction instructions on behalf of the customer that are based exclusively on e-mail communications originating from executives, attorneys, or their designees. However, the customer’s employee or representative indicates he/she has been unable to verify the transactions with such executives, attorneys, or designees.

A customer e-mails transaction requests for additional payments immediately following a successful payment to an account not previously used by the customer to pay its suppliers/vendors. Such behavior may be consistent with a criminal attempting to issue additional unauthorized payments upon learning that a fraudulent payment was successful.

A wire transfer is received for credit into an account, however, the wire transfer names a beneficiary that is not the account holder of record. This may reflect instances where a victim unwittingly sends wire transfers to a new account number, provided by a criminal impersonating a known supplier/vendor, while thinking the new account belongs to the known supplier/vendor, as described in the above BEC Scenario 3. This red flag may be seen by financial institutions receiving wire transfers sent by another financial institution as the result of e-mail-compromise fraud.
Guidance to U.S. Financial Institutions

A multi-faceted transaction verification process can help financial institutions guard against BEC and EAC fraud. For instance, financial institutions may verify the authenticity of suspicious e-mailed transaction payment instructions by using multiple means of communication or by contacting others authorized to conduct the transactions. The success of BEC and EAC schemes depends on criminals prompting financial institutions to execute seemingly legitimate but unauthorized transactions. Such transactions are often irrevocable, which renders financial institutions and their customers unable to cancel payment or recall the funds. Identifying fraudulent transaction payment instructions before payments are issued is therefore essential to preventing and reducing unauthorized transactions.

FinCEN has partnered with the FBI and the USSS to help financial institutions recover funds stolen as the result of BEC schemes. Through this partnership, FinCEN has successfully assisted in the recovery of hundreds of millions of dollars in the past year. While the recovery of BEC stolen funds is not assured, FinCEN has had greater success in recovering funds when victims or financial institutions report BEC-unauthorized wire transfers to law enforcement within 24 hours.

To request immediate assistance in recovering BEC-stolen funds, financial institutions should file a complaint with FBI’s IC3 at www.ic3.gov, or contact the nearest USSS field office through www.secretservice.gov/field_offices.shtml. Contacting law enforcement for fund recovery assistance does not relieve a financial institution from its Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) filing obligations.

As further described below, financial institutions should be prepared to provide transactional details and cyber-related information surrounding the BEC scheme when requesting assistance in recovering funds.

Suspicious Activity Reporting

A financial institution may be required to file a SAR if it knows, suspects, or has reason to suspect a transaction conducted or attempted by, at, or through the financial institution involves funds derived from: illegal activity; attempts to disguise funds derived from illegal activity; is designed to evade regulations promulgated under the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA); lacks a business or apparent lawful purpose; or involves the use of the financial institution to facilitate criminal activity. With respect to e-mail-compromise fraud, a financial institution may have a SAR filing obligation regardless of whether the scheme or involved transactions were successful, and regardless of whether the financial institution or its customers incurred an actual loss.

4. 31 C.F.R. §§ 1020.320, 1021.320, 1022.320, 1023.320, 1024.320, 1025.320, 1026.320, 1029.320, and 1030.320.
5. Id.
When filing a SAR, financial institutions should provide all pertinent available information, including cyber-related information in the SAR form and narrative. Specifically, providing the following information is highly valuable to law enforcement and FinCEN in investigating BEC and EAC fraud:

**Wire transfer details:**

- Dates and amounts of suspicious transactions;
- Sender’s identifying information, account number, and financial institution;
- Beneficiary’s identifying information, account number, and financial institution; and
- Correspondent and intermediary financial institutions’ information, if applicable.

**Scheme details:**

- Relevant e-mail addresses and associated Internet Protocol (IP) addresses with their respective timestamps and
- Description and timing of suspicious e-mail communications

Because some red flags associated with BEC and EAC fraud may actually reflect legitimate financial activities, financial institutions should evaluate indicators of potential BEC or EAC activity in combination with other red flags and the expected transaction activity before making determinations of suspiciousness. Due to the nature of BEC and EAC schemes, FinCEN encourages communication among financial institutions under the auspices of Section 314(b) of the USA PATRIOT Act in determining transactions’ potential suspiciousness related to terrorist financing or money laundering activities, and in filing SARs, as appropriate.

FinCEN requests that financial institutions *reference this advisory and include the key terms:*

- **“BEC FRAUD”** when *businesses* are the scheme victims
- **“EAC FRAUD”** when *individuals* are the scheme victims

*in the SAR narrative and in SAR field 31(z) (Fraud-Other)* to indicate a connection between the suspicious activity being reported and possible BEC or EAC fraud. Financial institutions should include one or both key terms to the extent they are able to distinguish between BEC and EAC fraud.
For Further Information

Additional questions or comments regarding the contents of this advisory should be addressed to the FinCEN Resource Center at FRC@fincen.gov, (800) 767-2825 (Option 9), or (703) 905-3591 (Option 9). Financial institutions wanting to report suspicious transactions that may potentially relate to terrorist activity should call the Financial Institutions Toll-Free Hotline at (866) 556-3974 (7 days a week, 24 hours a day). The purpose of the hotline is to expedite the delivery of this information to law enforcement. Financial institutions should immediately report any imminent threat to local-area law enforcement officials.

FinCEN’s mission is to safeguard the financial system from illicit use and combat money laundering and promote national security through the collection, analysis, and dissemination of financial intelligence and strategic use of financial authorities.